ABSTRACTION

Growth in Surabaya which is so fast and progressive will make affect improve the urban problem which among other is transportation problem along with its impacts which always become a primary issue in every metropolitan town.

One of the effort to overcome the problems emerge alternative of transportation system discourses start from komuter train, enlargement of artery road, down town toll plan, ring road development, and busway etc. The newest one is planning the development of monorail as one alternative solutions to solving the problems of transportation where this mass transportation system can become most efficient and effective medium to be applied in Surabaya.

Along with the theme high tech architecture which is applied at planning object can symbolize the change of era with the progress of technology and optimism in future of Surabaya in generally and especially at Juanda international airport. So, besides becoming alternative limited mass transportation which able to accommodate requirement of urban community in Surabaya and one of the effort to decrease traffic jam by transferring depended usage of private vehicle to public transportation, it also have image as an icon of Surabaya, which good in form of object design and also the progress of technology.